We consider the behaviour of a quantum scalar field on three-dimensional Euclidean backgrounds: Anti-de Sitter space, the regular BTZ black hole instanton and the BTZ instanton with a conical singularity at the horizon. The corresponding heat kernel and effective action are calculated explicitly for both rotating and non-rotating holes. The quantum entropy of the BTZ black hole is calculated by differentiating the effective action with respect to the angular deficit at the conical singularity. The renormalization of the UV-divergent terms in the action and entropy is considered. The structure of the UV-finite term in the quantum entropy is of particular interest. Being negligible for large outer horizon area A + it behaves logarithmically for small A + . Such behaviour might be important at late stages of black hole evaporation.
statistical interpretation of the entropy. However, it was subsequently realized that these divergent corrections can be associated with those that arise from the standard UVrenormalization of the gravitational couplings in the effective action [14] , [15] , [16] , [18] , [17] , [19] . The idea of complete generation of the entropy by quantum matter in the spirit of induced gravity [15] encountered the problem of an appropriate statistical treatment of the entropy of non-minimally-coupled matter [20] , [21] (see, however, another realization of this idea within the superstring paradigm [22] ). At the same time, it was argued in number of papers [23, 24, 25, 26] that UV-finite quantum corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy might be even more important than the UV-infinite ones. They could provide essential modifications of the thermodynamics of a hole at late stages of the evaporation when quantum effects come to play.
Relatively little work has been done concerning the quantum aspects of the entropy for the BTZ black hole. Carlip [27] has shown that the appropriate quantization of 3D gravity represented in the Chern-Simons form yields a set of boundary states at the horizon. These can be counted using methods of Wess-Zumino-Witten theory. Remarkably, the logarithm of their number gives the classical Bekenstein-Hawking formula. This is the unique case of a statistical explanation of black hole entropy. Unfortunately, it is essentially based on features peculiar to three-dimensional gravity and its extension to four dimensions is not straightforward. An investigation of the thermodynamics of quantum scalar fields on the BTZ background [28] concluded that the divergent terms in the entropy are not always due to the existence of the outer horizon (i.e. the leading term in the quantum entropy is not proportional to the area of the outer horizon) and depend upon the regularization method. This conclusion seems to be in disagreement with the expectations based on the study of the problem in two and four dimensions.
In this paper we systematically calculate the heat kernel, effective action and quantum entropy of scalar matter for the BTZ black hole. The relevant operator is (2 + ξ/l 2 ), where ξ is an arbitrary constant and 1/l 2 is the cosmological constant appearing in the BTZ solution. Since we are interested in the thermodynamic aspects we consider the Euclidean BTZ geometry with a conical singularity at the horizon as the background. In the process of getting the heat kernel and effective action on this singular geometry we proceed in steps, first calculating quantities explicitly for AdS 3 , then the regular BTZ instanton and finally the conical BTZ instanton. The entropy is calculated by differentiating the effective action with respect to the angular deficit at the horizon. It contains both UV-divergent and UV-finite terms. The analysis of the divergences shows that they are explicitly renormalized by renormalization of Newton's constant in accordance with general arguments [18] .
We find the structure of the UV-finite terms in the entropy to be particularly interesting. These terms, negligible for large outer horizon area A + , behave logarithmically at small A + . Hence they should become important at late stages of black hole evaporation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the Euclidean BTZ geometry, omitting details that appear in earlier work [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . We discuss in section 3 various forms of the metric for 3D Anti-de Sitter space giving expressions for the geodesic distance on AdS 3 that are relevant for our purposes. We solve explicitly the heat kernel equation and find the Green's function on AdS 3 as a function of the geodesic distance. In Section 4 we calculate explicitly the trace of heat kernel and the effective action on the regular and singular Euclidean BTZ instantons. The quantum entropy is the subject of Section 5 and in Section 6 we provide some concluding remarks.
Sketch of BTZ black hole geometry
We start with the black hole metric written in a form that makes it similar to the fourdimensional Kerr metric. Since we are interested in its thermodynamic behaviour, we write the metric in the Euclidean form:
where the metric function f (r) reads
and we use the notation
where we note the useful identity r + |r − | = jl for future reference. The function N(r) in (2.1) is
In order to transform the metric (2.1) to Lorentzian singnature we need to make the transformation: τ → ı t, j → −ı j. Then we have that
5)
where r L + and r L − are the values in the Lorentzian space-time. These are the respective radii of the outer and inner horizons of the Lorentzian black hole in (2 + 1) dimensions.
Therefore we must always apply the transformation (2.5) after carrying out all calculations in the Euclidean geometry in order to obtain the result for the Lorentzian black hole. The Lorentzian version of the metric (2.1) describes a black hole with mass m and angular momentum J = 2j [4] , [5] . Introducing
we find that in the (τ, r) sector of the metric (2.1) there is no conical singularity at the horizon if the Euclidean time τ is periodic with period 2πβ H . The quantity T H = (2πβ H ) −1 is the Hawking temperature of the hole.
The horizon Σ is a one-dimensional space with metric ds 2
τ is a natural coordinate on the horizon. Looking at the metric (2.1) one can conclude that there is no constraint on the periodicity of the "angle" variable φ (or ψ). This is in contrast to the four-dimensional black hole, for which the angle φ in the spherical line element (dθ 2 + sin 2 θdφ 2 ) varies between the limits 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π in order to avoid the appearance of the conical singularities at the poles of the sphere. However, following tradition we will assume that the metric (2.1) is periodic in φ, with limits 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. This means that Σ is a circle with length ("area")
There are a number of other useful forms for the metric (2.1). It is very important for our considerations that (2.1) is obtained from the metric of three-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space by making certain identifications along the trajectories of its Killing vectors.
In order to find the appropriate metric for the 3D Anti-de Sitter space (denoted below by H 3 ) we consider a four-dimensional flat space with metric
AdS 3 (H 3 ) is defined as a subspace defined by the equation
Introducing the coordinates (ψ, θ, χ)
the metric on H 3 reads
It is easy to see that under the coordinate transformation
the metric (2.1) coincides with (2.10). In the next section we will derive a few other forms of the metric on H 3 which are useful in the context of calculation of the heat kernel and Green's function on H 3 .
The BTZ black hole (B 3 ) described by the metric (2.1) is obtained from AdS 3 with metric (2.10) by making the following identifications:
, which is the analog of (φ, τ, r) → (φ + 2π, τ, r). The coordinate χ is the analog of the radial coordinate r. It has the range 0 ≤ χ ≤ π 2 . The point χ = 0 is the horizon (r = r + ) while χ = π 2 lies at infinity. Geometrically, i) means that there is no conical singularity at the horizon, which is easily seen from (2.10). A section of BTZ black hole at fixed χ is illustrated in Fig.1 for the non-rotating (|r − | = 0) and rotating cases. The opposite sides of the quadrangle in Fig.1 are identified.
Therefore, the whole section looks like a torus. In the rotating case the torus is deformed with deformation parameter γ, where tan γ = r + |r − | . The whole space B 3 is a region between two semispheres with R = exp(ψ) being radius, χ playing the role of azimuthal angle and θ being the orbital angle. The boundaries of the region are identified according to ii). 
satisfying the constraint
We are interested in AdS 3 , which has Euclidean signature. This is easily done by appropriately choosing the signature in (3.1), (3.2) . The induced metric has a number of different representations depending on the choice of the coordinates on AdS 3 . Below we consider two such choices.
A. Resolve equation (3.2) as follows:
The variables (ρ, ψ, θ) can be considered as coordinates on H 3 . They are closely related to the system (χ, ψ, θ) via the transformation cos χ = cosh −1 ρ. Note that the section of H 3 corresponding to a fixed ρ is a two-dimensional torus. The induced metric then takes the following form:
The BTZ black hole metric is then obtained from (3.4) by making the identifications
Another way to resolve the constraint (3.2) is by employing the transformation
(3.5)
The section σ = const of H 3 is a two-dimensional sphere. The induced metric in the coordinates (σ, λ, φ) takes the form
from which one can easily see that H 3 is a hyperbolic version of the metric on the 3-sphere
allowing us to making use of our experience with the 3-sphere in understanding the geometry of H 3 .
Geodesic distance on H 3
An important fact equally applicable both to S 3 and H 3 is the following. Consider two different points on S 3 (H 3 ). Then we can choose the coordinate system (σ, λ, φ) such that one of the points lies at the origin (σ = 0) and the other point lies on the radius (σ, λ = 0, φ). This radial trajectory joining the two points is a geodesic. Moreover, the geodesic distance between these two points coincides with σ. More generally, for the metric (3.6), (3.7) the geodesic distance between two points with equal values of λ and φ
In order to find the geodesic distance in the coordinate system (ρ, ψ, θ) (3.3) consider the following trick. The two points M and M ′ in the embedding four-dimensional space determine the vectors a and a ′ starting from the origin:
is an orthonormal basis of vectors in the space (3.1):
For the scalar product of a and a ′ we have (a, a ′ ) = l 2 − cosh 2 ρ cosh ∆ψ + sinh 2 ρ cos ∆θ , (3.10)
where ∆ψ = ψ − ψ ′ , ∆θ = θ − θ ′ and for simplicity we assumed that ρ = ρ ′ . The scalar product (a, a ′ ) is invariant quantity not dependent on a concrete choice of coordinates.
Therefore, we can calculate it in the coordinate system (σ, λ, φ). In this system we have
x 2 ) by some orhogonal rotation. Therefore, it satisfies the same identities (3.9). In new basis we have (a, a ′ ) = −l 2 cosh ∆σ l .
(3.12)
As we explained above ∆σ is the geodesic distance between M and M ′ . Equating (3.10) and (3.12) we finally obtain the expression for the geodesic distance in terms of the coordinates (ρ, ψ, θ):
cosh ∆σ l = cosh 2 ρ cosh ∆ψ − sinh 2 ρ cos ∆θ (3.13) or alternatively, after some short manipulations
For small ρ << 1 and ∆ψ << 1 from (3.14) we get ∆σ 2 = l 2 ∆ψ 2 + 4ρ 2 sin 2 ∆θ 2 (3.15) what coincides with the result for 3D flat space in cylindrical coordinates.
Note, that ∆σ in (3.13), (3.14) is the intrinsic geodesic distance on H 3 . It is worth comparing with the chordal four-dimensional distance Σ between the points M and M ′ measured in the imbedding 4D space. In the coordinate system (3.3) we obtain
After simplification we obtain
Consider now the point M ′′ which is antipodal to the point M ′ . It is obtained from M ′ by antipodal transformation X ′ → −X ′ (in the coordinates (χ, θ, ψ) the antipode has coordinates (π − χ, θ, ψ)). The point M ′′ lies in the lower "semisphere" of the space H 3 .
For some applications we will need the chordal distanceΣ bewteen points M and M ′′ :
Here ∆σ is the geodesic distance between M and M ′ .
Heat kernel and Green's function
Consider on H 3 the heat kernel equation which has a conical singularity. This is because the scalar curvature on a conical space has a δ-function-like contribution due to a singularity that is additional to the regular value of the curvature. The δ-function in the operator (2 − ξ 6 R) has been shown [17] to non-trivially modify the regular heat kernel. In order to avoid the problem of dealing with this perculiarity we will not make use of this form of the operator and will treat the term ξ/l 2 as just a constant that is unrelated to the curvature of space-time.
The function K(x, x ′ , s) satisfying (3.19) can be found as some function of the geodesic distance σ between the points x and x ′ . The simplest way to do this is to use the coordinate system (σ, λ, φ) with the metric (3.6) when both points lie on the radius:
Then the Laplace operator 2 = ∇ µ ∇ µ has only the "radial" part:
Equation (3.19) is then easily solved and the solution takes the form
In the conformal case we have ξ = 3/4 and µ = 1/4. The heat kernel (3.21) was first found by Dowker and Critchley [29] for S 3 (for which sinh(σ/l) is replaced by sin(σ/l)) and then was extended to the hyperbolic space H 3 by Camporesi [30] .
Knowing the heat kernel function K(σ, s) we can find the Green's function
Applying this to the heat kernel (3.21) and using the integral
the Green's function on H 3 reads
where σ is the instrinsic geodesic distance on H 3 between x and x ′ . It is important to observe that the function G H 3 (x, x ′ ) vanishes when cosh( √ µ σ l ) = sinh( √ µ σ l ). This happens when σ(x, x ′ ) = ∞, i.e. one of the points lies on the equator (χ = π 2 ). This fact is important in view of the arguments of [31] that the correct quantization on a nonglobally hyperbolic space, like AdS 3 , requires the fixing of some boundary condition for a quantum field at infinity. The Green's function (3.23) constructed by means of the heat kernel (3.21) automatically satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition and thus provides for us the correct quantization on H 3 . To our knowledge, the form (3.23) of the Green's function on H 3 is not known in the current literature.
A special case occurs when ξ = 3/4 and µ = 1/4, for which the operator (2 + ξ/l 2 ) ≡ (2 − 1 8 R) is conformally invariant. In this case we get
for the Green's function. Using (3.16) and (3.17) we observe that (3.24) has a nice form in terms of the chordal distance in the imbedding space:
The Green's function for the conformal case in the form (3.25) was reported by Steif [10] . 
Using the path integral representation of heat kernel we would say that the n = 0 term in (4.1) is due to the direct way of connecting points x and x ′ in the path integral. On the other hand, the n = 0 terms are due to uncontractible winding paths that go n times around the circle. Note that K H 3 automatically has the periodicity given in i). Therefore the sum over images in (4.1) provides us with the periodicity ii). Assuming that ρ = ρ ′ it can be represented in the form
cosh σ n l = cosh 2 ρ cosh ∆ψ n − sinh 2 ρ cos ∆θ n ,
where K H 3 (σ, s) takes the form (3.20) .
For the further applications consider the integral
where dµ x = l 3 cosh ρ sinh ρdρθdψ is the measure on B 3 . Note that volume of B 3
is infinite and so does not depend on |r − |. This is just a simple consequence of the geometrical fact that the two quadrangles in Fig.1 have the same area.
The integration in .
Then after integration Eq. ,
where we defineds = s/l 2 , ∆ψ n = 2πr + l n , ∆θ n = w + 2π|r − | l n.
The knowledge of the heat kernel allows us to calculate the effective action on B 3 :
whereĀ + = A + /l and |Ā − | = |A − |/l and the divergent part of the action takes the form
where we used (3.22) to carry out the integration over s in (4.5).
Remarkably, the expression (4.5) is invariant under transformation: |Ā − | → |Ā − | + 2πk. As discussed in [7] this is a consequence of the invariance of B 3 under large diffeomorphisms corresponding to Dehn twists: the identifications i) and ii) determining the geometry of B 3 are unchanged if we replace r + → r + , |r − | → |r − | + kl for any integer k.
This invariance appears only for the Euclidean black hole and disappears when we make the Lorentzian continuation (see discussion below).
The first quantum correction to the action due to quantization of the three-dimensional gravity itself was discussed in [7] . In this case the correction was shown to be determined by only quantity 2π(sinh 2Ā+ 2 + sin 2 |Ā | 2 ) related with holonomies of the BTZ instanton.
BTZ instanton with Conical Singularity
The conical BTZ instanton (B α 3 ) is obtained from H 3 by the replacing the identification i) as follows:
and not changing the identification ii). For α = 1 the space B α 3 has a conical singularity at the horizon (ρ = 0). The heat kernel on B α 3 is constructed via the heat kernel on the regular instanton B 3 by means of the Sommerfeld formula [32] , [33] :
where K B 3 is the heat kernel (4.1). The contour Γ in (4.7) consists of two vertical lines, going from (−π + ı∞) to (−π − ı∞) and from (π − ı∞) to (π + ı∞) and intersecting the real axis between the poles of the cot w 2α : −2πα, 0 and 0, + 2πα respectively. For α = 1 the integrand in (4.7) is a 2π-periodic function and the contributions from these two vertical lines (at a fixed distance 2π along the real axis) cancel each other.
Applying (4.7) to the heat kernel (4.4) on B 3 we get
] . for the trace of the heat kernel on B α 3 . Note, that the first term comes from the n = 0 term (the direct paths) in the sum (4.1), (4.2) while the other one corresponds to n = 0 (winding paths). Only the n = 0 term leads to appearance of UV divergences (if s → 0).
The term due to winding paths (n = 0) is regular in the limit s → 0 due to the factor e − ∆ψ 2 n 4s .
To analyze (4.8) we shall consider the rotating and non-rotating cases separately.
Non-rotating black hole (J = 0, |r − | = 0) For this case the contour integrals in (4.8) are calculated as follows (see 
(4.11)
where ∆ψ n = A + l n , A + = 2πr + . Rotating black hole (J = 0, |r − | = 0) When rotation is present we have for the contour integral in (4.8) (see (A.5)):
Then we obtain for the heat kernel on B α 3 : where γ n = |A − |n/l and ∆ψ n = A + n/l. Remarkably, (4.13) has the periodicity γ n → γ n + 2πα or equivalently |A − |n/l → |A − |n/l + 2πα.
As discussed in Section 2, any result obtained for the Euclidean black hole must be analytically continued to Lorentzian values of the parameters by means of (2.5). For the non-rotating black hole this is rather straightforward. It simply means that the area A + of the Euclidean horizon becomes the area of the horizon in the Lorentzian space-time. For a rotating black hole the procedure is more subtle. From (2.5) we must also transform |A − | which after analytic continuation becomes imaginary (|A − | → ıA − ), where A − is area of the lower horizon of the Lorentzian black hole. Doing this continuation in the left hand side of the contour integral (4.12) we find that the right hand side becomes
where γ n = A − n/l. Below we are assuming this kind of substitution when we are applying our formulas to the Lorentzian black hole. We see that after the continuation we lose periodicity with respect to γ n .
It should be noted that there is only a small group of conical spaces for which the heat kernel is known explicitly [34] . (The small s expansion for the heat kernel on conical spaces has been more widely studied, and a rather general result that the coefficients of this expansion contain terms (additional to the standard ones) due to the conical singularity only and are defined on the singular subspace Σ has recently been obtained [35] , [36] .)
However, no black hole geometry among these special cases were known. In (4.13) we have an exact result for a rather non-trivial example of a black hole with rotation, providing us with an exciting possibility to learn something new about black holes. We consider some of these issues in the context of black hole thermodynamics in the next section.
Small s Expansion of the Heat Kernel
As we can see from Eqs.(4.11), (4.13) the trace of the heat kernel on the conical space B α 3 both for the rotating and non-rotating cases has the form
where ES stands for exponentially small terms which behave as e − 1 s in the limit s → 0.
So, for small s we get the asymptotic formula
The asymptotic behavior of the heat kernel on various manifolds is well known and the asymptotic expressions are derived in terms of geometrical invariants of the manifold.
For the operator (2 + X), where X is some scalar function, on a d-dimensional manifold M α with conical singularity whose angular deficit is δ = 2π(1 − α) at the surface Σ, the corresponding expression reads
where
The volume part of the coefficients is standard [37] while the surface part in a 1 is due to the conical singularity according to [35] . One can see that (4.16) exactly reproduces (4.17)-(4.18) for operator (2 + ξ/l 2 ) since for the case under consideration we have R = −6/l 2 . Note, that in (4.15), (4.16) we do not obtain the usual term ∂M k due to extrinsic curvature k of boundary ∂M. This term does not appear in our case since we calculate the heat kernel for spaces with boundary lying at infinity where the boundary term is divergent. But, it would certainly appear if we deal with a boundary staying at a finite distance. Also, in the expressions (4.15), (4.16) we do not observe a contribution due to extrinsic curvature of the horizon surface. According to arguments by Dowker [36] such a contribution to the heat kernel occurs for generic conical space. However, in the case under consideration the extrinsic curvature of the horizon precisely vanishes. We observed [19] the similar phenomenon for charged Kerr black hole in four dimensions.
Effective action and renormalization
For the effective action we immedately obtain that
where the divergent part W div [B α 3 ] of the effective action takes the form
(4.20)
Recall that Eqs. (4.19) , (4.20) must be analytically continued by means of (2.5) and (4.14) to deal with the characteristics of the Lorentzian black hole. Note that the rotation parameter J enters the UV-infinite part (4.19) only via A + . The form of (4.19) is therefore the same for rotating and non-rotating holes. Similar behavior for an uncharged Kerr black hole was previously observed in four dimensions [19] .
The classical gravitational action
In the presence of a conical singularity with angular deficit δ = 2π(1 − α) on a surface of area A + this has the form The prescription (4.22), (4.23) includes in part some UV-finite renormalization. This is in order that G ren and λ ren be treated as macroscopically measurable constants. Note also that the relation between the bare constants: λ B G B = 1 8π 1 l 2 is no longer valid for the renormalized quantities (4.22)-(4.23).
Entropy
A consideration of the conical singularity at the horizon for the Euclidean black hole is a convenient way to obtain the thermodynamic quantities of the hole. Geometrically, the angular deficit δ = 2π(1−α), α = β β H appears when we close the Euclidean time coordinate with an arbitrary period 2πβ. Physically it means that we consider the statistical ensemble containing a black hole at a temperature T = (2πβ) −1 different from the Hawking value
The state of the system at the Hawking temperature is the equilibrium state corresponding to the extremum of the free energy [24] . The entropy of the black hole appears in this approach as the result of a small deviation from equilibrium. Therefore in some sense the entropy is an off-shell quantity. If W [α] is the action calculated for arbitrary angular deficit δ at the horizon we get
for the black hole entropy. Applying this formula to the classical gravitational action (4.21) we obtain the classical Bekenstein-Hawking entropy: 
where G ≡ G ren is the renormalized Newton constant. We already have done the analytic continuation (4.14) in (5.3) in order to deal with the characteristics of the Lorentzian black hole. The second term in the right hand side of (5.3) can be considered to be the one-loop quantum (UV-finite) correction to the classical entropy of black hole.
Since A − A + = k < 1, s n is a non-negative quantity which monotonically decreases with n and has asymptotes:
Note that both asymptotes (5.4), (5.5) are independent of the parameter A − characterizing the rotation of the hole.
The infinite sum in (5.3) can be approximated by integral. We find that
For large enoughĀ + ≡ A + l >> 1 the integral in (5.6) exponentially goes to zero and we have the classical Bekenstein-Hawking formula for entropy. On the other hand, for small A + the integral in (5.6) is logarithmically divergent so that we have
This logarithmic divergence can also be understood by examining the expression (5.3).
From (5.5) it follows that every n-mode gives a finite contribution s n = 1 6n at zero A + . Their sum ∞ n=1 1 6n , however, is not convergent since s n does not decrease fast enough. This divergence appears as the logarithmic one in (5.8) . This logarithmic behavior for small A + is universal, independent of the constant ξ (or µ) in the field operator and the area of the inner horizon (A − ) of the black hole. Hence the rotation parameter J enters (5.8) only via the area A + of the larger horizon. It should be note that similar logarithmic behavior was previously observed in various models both in two [16] , [24] and four [25] , [26] dimensions. Remarkably, it appears in the three dimensional model as the result of an explicit one-loop calculation.
The first quantum correction to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy due to quantization of the three-dimensional gravity itself was calculated in [7] and was shown to be proportional to area A + of outer horizon.
Concluding Remarks
Our computation of the quantum-corrected entropy (5.6) of the BTZ black hole has yielded the interesting result that the entropy is not proportional to the outer horizon area (i.e. circumference) A + , but instead develops a minimum for sufficiently small A + .
This minimum is a solution to the equation
The constants G and l determine two different scales in the theory. The former determines the strength of the gravitational interaction. The distance l pl ∼ G can be interpreted as the Planck scale in this theory. It determines the microscopic behavior of quantum gravitational fluctuations. On the other hand, the constant l (related to curvature via R = −6/l 2 ) can be interpreted as radius of the Universe that contains the black hole. So l is a large distance (cosmological) scale.
Regardless of the relative sizes of G and l, the entropy is always minimized for A + ≤ G.
If we assume G << l then (6.1) is solved as A +min = 2 3 G, However if G >> l, then (6.1) becomes (for µ = 0, say) A + /G ≃ e −A + /l < 1. In either case, the minimum of the entropy occurs for a hole whose horizon area is of the order of the Planck length r + ∼ l pl . In the process of evaporation the horizon area of a hole typically shrinks. The evaporation is expected to stop when the black hole takes the minimum entropy configuration. In our case it is the configuration with horizon area A + = A +min . Presumably it has zero temperature and its geometry is a reminscent of an extremal black hole. However at present we cannot definitively conclude this since our considerations do not take into account quantum back reaction effects. These effects are supposed to drastically change the geometry at a distance r ∼ l pl . Therefore the minimum entropy configuration is likely to have little in common with the classical black hole configuration described in Section 2.
Further investigation of this issue will necessitate taking the back reaction into account. where Im a = Im γ = 0 and the contour Γ in (A.1) consists of two vertical lines, going from (−π + ı∞) to (−π − ı∞) and from (π − ı∞) to (π + ı∞) and intersecting the real axis between the poles of the cot w 2α : −2πα, 0 and 0, + 2πα respectively. The integration in (A.1) is carried out by calculating the residues of the function f (w).
Appendix: Contour integrals
Let us assume that −π < γ < π (|γ| < π). Then the function f (w) has the following poles and residues: and if γ = a = 0 we get (see also [35] )
If π < |γ| < 2π the structure of the pole at w = w 0 = 0 remains the same as above while the other poles lying in the region −π < w < π are w ± = 2π − γ ± 2ıA. Hence the corresponding residue takes the same form b), with the replacment γ → 2π − γ. Next, taking γ to be arbitrary, define 
